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ABSTRACT

Nanoscale heat conduction is limited by surface scattering of phonons but can be enhanced by surface phonon-polaritons (SPhPs), which are
the hybridization of photons and optical phonons in polar materials. Here, we analyze the dispersion of SPhPs in a multilayer system consist-
ing of a silicon (Si) layer sandwiched between two silicon dioxide (SiO2) nanolayers. We find that SPhPs generated in SiO2 nanolayers couple
with guided resonant modes and propagate mainly in the nonabsorbent Si layer for microscale Si thicknesses. This coupling yields an
enhancement in thermal conductivity with Si thickness. In contrast, for nanoscale Si thicknesses, evanescent components of SPhPs couple
inside the Si layer, resulting in a higher thermal conductivity for thinner Si layers. The transition between these two different coupling phe-
nomena provides the minimum of the in-plane SPhP thermal conductivity at a Si thickness of approximately 1 lm. Our finding brings
deeper insight into thermal management in electronics and semiconductors.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0117081

Modern semiconductor technology enables fabrication of nano-
scale devices. The high density of elements in electrical circuits causes
local heating on semiconductor chips, which damages devices and
lowers their performance.1 Nanoscale structures suppress the phonon
transport, resulting in restrained heat dissipation.2–6 Local heating has,
thus, become a critical issue, and alternative cooling solutions relevant
to the nanoscale are in great need.

Meanwhile, surface phonon-polaritons (SPhPs) are of interest
as another effective heat carriers at the nanoscale.2,7–9 Surface
phonon-polaritons are surface waves of polar materials, generated
by photons and optical phonons hybridizing in the infrared range.
In nanofilms, due to the high surface-to-volume ratio, SPhP prop-
agation lengths can reach up to a few hundred micrometers.2,10

Thus, SPhPs can dominate the in-plane thermal transport.2,9–12

Experimental works have revealed the high thermal property of
SPhPs in silicon dioxide and silicon nitride nanofilms.13,14

However, suspending a nanometric film is technically challenging,
and such a geometry is impractical for applications. Researchers
have studied SPhP propagation and in-plane thermal transfer in
multilayer systems,16,17 yet the physical description of SPhP ther-
mal transport remains incomplete. It is also to note that

nanometric layers were considered to achieve high thermal prop-
erty by lowering absorption.2,10,16,17

In this work, we consider a multilayer system in which rela-
tively thick silicon (Si) is sandwiched between silicon dioxide (SiO2)
nanolayers [Fig. 1(a)]. We expect the SPhPs, excited in both top and
bottom SiO2 layers, to couple inside the Si layer, which is an SPhP
non-active material. Thus, the configuration promotes heat conduc-
tion.18 With this aim, we investigate the Si thickness dependence on
SPhP in-plane thermal transport in a multilayer system of SPhP
active and non-active materials. Figure 1(a) provides the schematic
of our SiO2/Si/SiO2 three-layer system. The permittivities of silicon,
silicon dioxide, and vacuum are expressed as eSi; eSiO2 , and e0,
respectively. We define the in-plane wave vector of the electromag-
netic field along the interface as b and the cross-plane wave vector
as

p2Si;SiO2
¼ b2 � eSi;SiO2k

2
0; (1)

where k0 ¼ x
c , with x being the spectral frequency of SPhP propaga-

tion and c being the speed of light in vacuum. Silicon thickness depen-
dence of the in-plane wave vector can be seen in supplementary
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material 3. By solving the Maxwell equation with the proper boundary
conditions of tangential component continuity, the dispersion relation
of SPhPs in the three-layer system is described along two solutions as
detailed below (see supplementary material 1).

The symmetric one reads as

p0eSiO2

pSiO2e0
tanhðpSiO2dÞ þ 1

� �
tanhðpSih=2Þ

þ pSiO2eSi
pSieSiO2

p0eSiO2

pSiO2e0
þ tanhðpSiO2dÞ

� �
¼ 0: (2)

The asymmetric one is as

p0eSiO2

pSiO2e0
þ tanhðpSiO2dÞ

� �
tanhðpSih=2Þ

þ pSieSiO2

pSiO2eSi

p0eSiO2

pSiO2e0
tanhðpSiO2dÞ þ 1

� �
¼ 0; (3)

where d and h are SiO2 and Si thicknesses, respectively.
The relative permittivity of SiO2 is shown in Fig. 1(b). The

peaks at 87 and 202 Trad/s indicate that SiO2 absorbs a significant
amount of energy from the electromagnetic field and can couple
to form polaritons in the range of those resonant frequencies. In
our calculations, we use the complex permittivity of SiO2 shown
in Fig. 1(b) for the SPhP active material and the constant relative
permittivities of eSi ¼ 11:7 and e0 ¼ 1 for the SPhP non-active
materials.

We calculate the dispersion relation of SPhPs in the three-layer
system using the Si and SiO2 thicknesses of d¼ 30nm and h¼ 10lm.
Figure 2(a) shows the derived dispersion relation of the real part of b,
bR. Multiple branches were obtained from symmetric and asymmetric
solutions. This is due to the term tanhðpSih=2Þ. In previous studies on
nanometric films where the condition jpSiO2 jd � 1 was satisfied, the
simplification of tanhðxÞ ! x provided only one solution. However,
with a relatively high value of h¼ 10lm, the hyperbolic tangent,
tanhðpSih=2Þ, cannot be reduced to a linear term and, thus, provides
multiple branches, which correspond to the partially confined modes
in the cross-plane direction. All the branches are below the light line in

vacuum (black dashed line), which indicates that they are evanescent
in air throughout the frequency range. They are also slower than SPhP
in a single SiO2 film of 30 nm thickness (black solid line), which is
superposed with the vacuum light line.

To study further the SPhP in the three-layer system, we analyzed
the dispersion relation for different Si thicknesses h. Figure 2(b) shows
the comparison of the first branch of the symmetric solution derived
for various values of h. For thicker Si, the dispersion curve follows the
light line in Si (gray dashed line), whereas for thinner Si, it follows the
light line in vacuum (black dashed line), typically below h¼ 1lm.
This behavior comes from the fact that for thicker Si, the SPhPs couple
with the guided resonant modes of Si, whereas for thinner Si, the
SPhPs behave like those along a single SiO2 film. In the latter case,
the SPhP energy is mainly distributed in vacuum space, as shown in
Fig. 3. These two regimes will be further discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Next, we derive the in-plane SPhP thermal conductivity of the
three-layer system. In-plane propagation length K is defined using the
imaginary part of the in-plane wave vector, bI as

2

K ¼ 1
2bI

: (4)

In-plane propagation in the three-layer system as a function of the
Si thickness h is plotted in Fig. 2(c) for the first branch of the symmetric
and asymmetric solutions. Both solutions reveal a decrease with the Si
thickness. The SPhP in-plane propagation length spectrum of each
branch of the three-layer system is also studied (see supplementary
material 2). However, as Si becomes thinner than 1.1lm (2.3lm for
the asymmetric solution), K increases as h decreases. The results also
indicate a minimum of K. Note that for h < 1.1lm, tanhðpSih=2Þ can
be reduced to pSih=2, and there is only one branch from the symmetric
solution. In-plane thermal conductivity j of SPhPs is described by sum-
mation of different modes j, using bR andK as

j ¼ 1
4pðhþ 2dÞ

X
j

ð1
0

�hxKjbR;j
@f0
@T

dx; (5)

where f0 is the Bose–Einstein distribution function.2

FIG. 1. (a) Cross-plane schematic of the SiO2/Si/SiO2 three-layer system. The permittivity for vacuum, Si, and SiO2 are defined as e0, eSi, and eSiO2 , respectively. (b)
Experimental values of the real and imaginary parts of the SiO2 relative permittivity reported in the literature.
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The Si thickness dependence of the in-plane SPhP thermal con-
ductivity is plotted in Fig. 2(d). As thick Si films yield multiple solu-
tions, the thermal conductivity is calculated by summing up the
contributions from multiple branches. Contribution of the high-order
branches to the thermal conductivity can be seen in supplementary
material 4. Following the trend of K shown in Fig. 2(c), the in-plane
thermal conductivity also displays a minimum of around 1lm.

Two regimes clearly appear, i.e., when h > 1lm and h < 1lm.
To discuss the physical background causing two different regimes, we
analyzed the SPhP energy distribution in the three-layer system.
Figure 3 shows the SPhP in-plane Poynting vector for h¼ 0.1, 0.5, 1,
and 10lm. The SPhP Poynting vector in the x direction (Sx) was cal-
culated by taking the real part of the electric field in the z direction
(Ez) multiplied with the conjugate of the magnetic field in the y direc-
tion (H�y ) as

Sx ¼
1
2
< Ez �H�y
h i

: (6)

For h¼ 10lm, the SPhP energy is mainly distributed inside the
Si layer. Surface phonon polaritons excited in the SiO2 layers couple
with propagative waves inside the nonabsorbent Si layer and couple
with the guided resonant modes. Thus, multiple solutions are obtained
for a thicker Si layer.

When h¼ 1lm, the SPhPs are still coupled with the Si-guided
resonant modes and distribute its energy in the Si layer, but with less
value and the number of branches is reduced compared to the thicker
Si case. For h < 1lm, propagative waves can no longer exist inside
the thin Si layer, and SPhPs excited in the SiO2 layers can be proven to
evanescently couple inside the Si layer. Most of the energy is distrib-
uted along the vacuum/SiO2 interface, and the profile is similar to the
one of the single film case. This profile corresponds to the fact that the
dispersion curve of bR for h < 1lm was along the light line in a vac-
uum, as is also the case for the SiO2 single film [Fig. 2(b)]. As the Si
thickness decreases, the energy distribution is more widely spread in
the nonabsorbent vacuum, therefore yielding a longer propagation
length and a higher thermal conductivity for thinner Si films.

FIG. 2. (a) The dispersion relation of SPhPs in the three-layer system with SiO2 and Si thicknesses of d¼ 30 nm and h¼ 10 lm. Both symmetric and asymmetric solutions
provide multiple branches, and they are all below the light line in a vacuum, plotted in the black dashed line. All branches were slower than the case of SPhP in the SiO2 single
film of 30 nm thickness (plotted in the solid black line), which almost superposes with the light line in a vacuum. (b) The first branch of the symmetric solution of bR for the dif-
ferent values of Si thicknesses h. In thicker Si, dispersion curves are brought along the Si light line (gray dashed line), whereas they come along the light line in a vacuum
(black dashed line) when the Si thickness reduces. (c) Si thickness dependence of the SPhP in-plane propagation length. The first branch of the symmetric and asymmetric
solutions is compared at a frequency of x ¼ 234 Trad/s. (d) Si thickness dependence of the in-plane SPhP thermal conductivity. The contribution from the multiple branches
is summed up to derive the total thermal conductivity.
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In this work, we analyzed the propagation and thermal trans-
fer of SPhPs in a SiO2/Si/SiO2 multilayer system. We found that, in
the range of microscale Si thicknesses, SPhPs generated inside the
SiO2 nanolayers couple with the guided resonant modes of the Si
layer, and the SPhP energy propagates inside the nonabsorbent Si
layer mainly. This coupling leads to the SPhP propagation length
and the thermal conductivity reduction by thinning the Si layer. On
the other hand, when Si becomes thinner than 1 lm, propagative
waves can no longer exist across the Si layer, and SPhPs generated
in the top and bottom SiO2 couple inside the Si layer via evanescent
waves. In this second coupling regime, the multilayer system tends
to behave like a single film, resulting in a higher thermal conductiv-
ity for thinner Si layers. The transition between these two coupling
regimes yields a minimum for the SPhP in-plane propagation
length and thermal conductivity. We have finally revealed the com-
plex set of mechanisms in the in-plane heat flux due to the coupling
between surface phonon-polaritons and resonant guided modes.
This finding brings in a deeper understanding of thermal conduc-
tion in solids that will impact the thermal management of micro-
and nanosystems.

See the supplementary material for the detailed information
about the theoretical background.
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